In the present paper, we define a new class of discrete splines and study the existence, uniqueness, and convergence properties of discrete quadratic splines satisfying the Mean Averaging Condition.
means between the mesh points agree with the same means of a given function.
Considering a more general condition viz the mean averaging condition (MAC), Sharma and Tzimbalarlo [3] have studied the existence, uniqueness and convergence of a quadratic spline satisfying MAC. It is of some interest to mention that Varga [4] has considered error bounds for spllnes satisfying conditions involving functlonals using a different approach.
The existence, uniqueness and convergence properties of discrete cubic spllnes satisfying MAC have been studied by Dikshlt and Power [5] . It may be observed that the approach used by Lyche [6] for defining discrete cubic splines is not capable of providing the corresponding definition for discrete splines of degree less than three.
In the present paper, we consider certain interpolatory [7] ).
For convenience, we set for each i, 
where MifHi(h) Dh{l}s(xl-h,h). Thus, summing (2.3), we have
where c i is a constant which has to be determined. Using the continuity of s(x,h), we Throughout this section for convenience, we assume that P is a uniform mesh so that x i xi_ p and
We first begin with the following result, (see Lyche [7] ) 
